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Random constraint satisfaction problems can display a very rich structure in the space of so-
lutions, with often an ergodicity breaking — also known as clustering or dynamical — transition
preceding the satisfiability threshold when the constraint-to-variables ratio α is increased. However,
smart algorithms start to fail finding solutions in polynomial time at some threshold αalg which is
algorithmic dependent and generally bigger than the dynamical one αd. The reason for this discrep-
ancy is due to the fact that αd is traditionally computed according to the uniform measure over all
the solutions. Thus, while bounding the region where a uniform sampling of the solutions is easy,
it cannot predict the performance of off-equilibrium processes, that are still able of finding atypical
solutions even beyond αd. Here we show that a reconciliation between algorithmic behaviour and
thermodynamic prediction is nonetheless possible at least up to some threshold αopt

d ≥ αd, which
is defined as the maximum value of the dynamical threshold computed on all possible probability
measures over the solutions. We consider a simple Monte Carlo-based optimization algorithm, which
is restricted to the solution space, and we demonstrate that sampling the equilibrium distribution
of a biased measure improving on αd is still possible even beyond the ergodicity breaking point
for the uniform measure, where other algorithms hopelessly enter the out-of-equilibrium regime.
The conjecture we put forward is that many smart algorithms sample the solution space accord-
ing to a biased measure: once this measure is identified, the algorithmic threshold is given by the
corresponding ergodicity-breaking transition.

Many interesting physical processes are essentially out
of equilibrium. The first and more direct example is
given by glassy models, which possess diverging relax-
ation timescales and live in out-of-equilibrium regimes
for any experimental/observational time [1].

A different, but even broader, class of processes that
stay out of equilibrium are optimization or sampling al-
gorithms that do not satisfy detail balance. The reason
for this can be due either to the same definition of the
algorithm, which is heuristic and does not satisfy any bal-
ance condition [2, 3], either because the simulation time
is not large enough to achieve equilibrium [4].

Given that these interesting dynamical processes live
in the off-equilibrium regime for most or all of the time, it
is of primary importance to achieve an analytical descrip-
tion of this regime. Unfortunately, this is very difficult
and it has been achieved only in a very restricted class of
models. Essentially, the so-called dynamical mean-field
equations can be written only for systems defined on a
fully-connected topology, where couplings are required
to scale as an inverse power of the system size [1, 5–7].
In other words, a close set of equations can be written
only for models where the naive mean-field approxima-
tion holds, thanks to the couplings becoming very weak
in the large N limit.

When considering more realistic systems where the
couplings do not become small in the large N limit, the
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situation is much more complex and some approxima-
tion is needed in order to try to provide a reasonable
description of the out-of-equilibrium dynamics. Leav-
ing apart finite-dimensional models, where any analytical
treatment is out of question, it is worth considering mod-
els defined on sparse random graphs. On these graphs the
finite degree of each variable allows couplings to remain
finite in the large N limit, and nonetheless, the locally
tree-like structure of the graph allows the use of the cav-
ity method, which can provide the exact solution to the
model in some regimes [8, 9].

The dynamical counterpart of the cavity method has
been applied to several models defined on sparse ran-
dom graphs to achieve an approximate description of the
out-of-equilibrium dynamics [10]. This approach is very
promising but it suffers when a glass transition point is
approached [10, 11].

Among the open questions in the analytical descrip-
tion of these out-of-equilibrium processes, in particular
optimization algorithms, there is the understanding of
the limits of their performances. For example, in con-
straint satisfaction problems it is of primary importance
to understand the threshold experimented by algorithms
searching for solutions and the reasons why above this
threshold the search for solutions gets stuck.

Constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) are the pro-
totype of optimization problems and one of the most
studied problems in theoretical computer science [12]. In
every CSP one has to search for an assignment of N vari-
ables satisfying M constraints. More specifically, in ran-
dom CSP, each of the M constraints involves a randomly
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chosen small subset of variables (e.g. K variables in a
random K-satisfiability problem) and thus the interac-
tion graph among variables is a sparse random graph if
M = αN , with the constraint-to-variables ratio α being
constant.

Recent years have seen a large effort in using tools
from statistical physics to understand the structure of
the solutions space in random CSP [13–15]. From this
line of research has emerged a very rich picture of the
phase diagram changing the ratio α. For α < αd the
solutions are “well connected”, in the sense that any dy-
namics changing o(N) variables altogether can travel the
whole solution space (in other words there is no ergodic-
ity breaking among the majority of solutions). The value
αd is called a dynamical threshold because it corresponds
to the breaking of ergodicity, above which solutions spon-
taneously form a clustered structure, which in turn does
not allow local dynamics to sample the vast majority of
solutions.

According to the above picture, we should expect any
local algorithm1 to fail in the search for solutions if α >
αd. However, the numerical evidence which has been
accumulated over the last few years tells a different story.
Many smart, but heuristic, algorithms can find solutions
above the dynamical threshold in a time growing at worst
polynomially (and often linearly) with the system size
N [2–4, 16–19]. How can these numerical observations
be compatible with the dynamical transition taking place
at αd? The best explanation at present is that smart
algorithms actually do not sample solutions uniformly,
while statistical physics computations were made using a
uniform measure over the solutions.

A very clear and strong support to this explanation
comes from a series of studies where solutions are sam-
pled according to a non-uniform measure (while non-
solutions are still assigned a zero weight) [20–27]. One of
the main outcomes of these studies with biased measures
is that critical thresholds can change, including the dy-
namical one which is related to the appearance of barri-
ers (both energetic and entropic). So it is clear that even
without changing the set of solutions, a simple reweight-
ing on this set can suppress entropic barriers, thus favour-
ing the search for one of these solutions [28]. One of the
most emblematic cases supporting this line of thought is
represented by the binary perceptron, for which has been
recently proved [29, 30] that typical (i.e. almost all) so-
lutions are completely frozen (isolated) in the clustered
phase, and hence inaccessible to any known algorithm.
However, efficient algorithms [31, 32], are still capable
of finding non-isolated solutions belonging to subdomi-
nant dense clusters [33, 34]. These clusters of atypical
solutions appear to connect solutions that may look oth-
erwise as isolated due to entropic barriers [34].

A very appealing idea emerging from the above picture
is the following. Let us concentrate on algorithms that

1 An algorithm changing o(N) variables at each step.

sample the solutions space by moving between solutions
(i.e. they are restricted to the solution space) satisfying
detailed balance according to any biased measure. If a
smart algorithm in this class does not sample solutions
uniformly, but in a biased way, it may happen that when
the uniform measure over solutions undergoes a cluster-
ing or dynamical phase transition, this algorithm is not
affected and it can keep visiting the solution space with-
out any ergodicity breaking until the dynamical threshold
for the biased measure is achieved.

If the above idea is correct, we can then describe the
large-time behaviour of such a smart algorithm by assum-
ing it is sampling at equilibrium the appropriate biased
measure. Moreover, we can obtain the actual algorith-
mic threshold for this smart algorithm as the dynamical
transition computed over the same biased measure.

In this work, we study a model corresponding to a CSP
with continuous variables called the continuous coloring
problem and that undergoes a dynamical phase transi-
tion. Recently it has been shown how to optimize such
a dynamical threshold by reweighting the space of so-
lutions, via the modification of the interaction potential
between pairs of variables. In the following we are go-
ing to present several numerical evidences that the best-
performing algorithm searching for solutions by gradually
increasing α does the following:

• samples solutions according to the optimal biased
measure computed in [35];

• is not affected by the dynamical transition happen-
ing at αd in the uniform measure;

• remains at equilibrium before the dynamical transi-
tion αopt

d , computed for the optimal biased measure
maximising αd;

• the equilibration timescale diverges at αopt
d , which

is thus the algorithmic threshold for this smart al-
gorithm.

I. THE MODEL AND THE ALGORITHM

A. The model

In the continuous coloring N real angular variables
xi ∈ [0, 2π), i = 1, · · · , N are associated to the nodes
of a sparse random graph and subjected to a constraint
cos(xi − xj − δij) ≤ cos θ for each pair of vertices (i, j)
connected by an edge of the graph [35]. The parameter
θ ∈ (0, π) is fixed and represents the minimum angular
distance allowed between neighbours, while δij ∈ [0, 2π),
∀(i, j) are uniform random shifts introduced in order to
avoid having a periodic ordering of the variables. The
model can be equivalently thought of as a XY spin-glass
system [36] or as an ideal glass of one-dimensional hard-
spheres of diameter θ, given the excluded volume nature
of the interaction [37, 38]. In this paper, we consider the
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behaviour of the model for typical instances extracted
from the Erdős-Rényi ensemble with average connectiv-
ity 2α, where α = M/N is the constraints-to-variables
ratio.

The phase diagram of the model when increasing α has
been accurately obtained in [35]. For sufficiently small
diameters θ, the model undergoes a discontinuous glass
transition belonging to the random first order (RFO)
transition scheme. In particular, a dynamical or cluster-
ing transition is identified at αd = 34.63(2) for θ = π/10,
in a supporting model where the real angular variables
are approximated with a high number (p = 200) of clock-
states. In this paper, we will stick to this value of θ and to
the same discretization precision in order to compare the
results from dynamics with the precise estimates for the
transition thresholds. Notice that the quoted value of αd
refers to the location of the clustering or dynamical tran-
sition for the uniform measure, which here corresponds
to a purely hard-spheres interaction potential between
neighbours on the graph.

Another outcome of [35] has been the computation
of a biased interaction potential by specialising the ap-
proaches of [24] and [27]. This new biased measure is
conveniently defined by a function of the interparticle an-
gular distance f(x) ≡ Z−1 limβ→∞ e−βv(x), where v(x) is
the pairwise energy potential (to be optimized), β is the
inverse of temperature and Z an arbitrary normalization.
The constraint satisfaction nature of the problem only re-
quires v(x) > 0 if the angular distance x is smaller than
θ, so that f(x) = 0. The uniform measure simply corre-
sponds to the choice fflat(x) ∝ Θ(x− θ), where Θ(y) = 0
if y < 0 and Θ(y) = 1 if y ≥ 0. A biased measure can in-
stead show a non-trivial behaviour for θ ≤ x ≤ π, while
still respecting the constraints definition f(x) = 0 for
0 ≤ x < θ.

In the following, we will define fopt(x) as the optimal
interaction function allowing one to postpone as much
as possible to bigger α’s the location of the dynamical
transition. This has been empirically computed in [35],

allowing us to estimate αopt
d = 37.71(1) as the maxi-

mum for αd in the space of functions f(x). The resulting
functional form for fopt(x) corresponds to a short-range
attraction for the spheres system, i.e. tightly satisfied
constraints are given more statistical weight than in the
uniform measure, in analogy to what has been observed
in the case of hard-spheres systems [27, 39, 40] (see the
solid black line in figure 2 below).

B. Adiabatic protocol for constraint satisfaction

We adapt to the continuous coloring problem an algo-
rithm similar to the one presented in [17], consisting in a
gradual increase of the number of links in the graph up to
a target density of constraints αmax > αd. The algorithm
is characterized by the fact of being restricted to solution
space at any time, and works as follows. Edges are ini-
tially stored in an ordered list (each one together with a
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FIG. 1. Time t∆α needed in order to increase the number of
links in the graph by ∆M = N∆α, with ∆α = 0.2 a fixed
smoothing parameter. Data is averaged over 55 (respectively
30) instances of the problem for N = 104, (2 · 104). Both the
uniform and optimized algorithms are able to find solutions
in a time scaling linearly with the system size even beyond
αd. The numerical procedure halts when the time to add a
single link exceeds 107 attempts. Inset: the optimized algo-
rithm shows a smooth power-law divergence of the character-
istic timescale at the predicted value αopt

d of the clustering
transition for the optimally biased measure.

uniform random shift) and removed from the graph, while
angular variables are uniformly initialised. Then edges
are proposed one at a time: if the relative constraint is
satisfied that link is permanently added to the graph,
otherwise a Monte Carlo sweep is performed to update
the variables in the absence of the incriminated interac-
tion, until that very constraint is satisfied and one can
proceed to the following one. To implement the Monte
Carlo, we adopt a heat bath rule according to fflat(x)
or fopt(x) (notice that at each step the configuration of
the variables is also a solution, so for each variable there
always exists at least one state with non-zero probabil-
ity). The update can be done efficiently thanks to the
discretized nature of the variables.

This algorithm possesses two peculiar features, namely,
it only moves between solutions and respects the detailed
balance condition, and for both of these reasons we ex-
pect a direct connection between its behaviour and the
thermodynamic description of the structure of the solu-
tions space, i.e. the location of αd. Despite its seemingly
simple definition, our algorithm performs similarly to the
very well-known simulated annealing algorithm. The rea-
son for this efficiency is that, although it has no param-
eters to be optimized, it is in fact already obtained in
a sort of adiabatic limit, since the algorithmic timescale
naturally increases with the diverging of the relaxation
time approaching αopt

d , thus making it possible to stay at
or very close to equilibrium (if the biased measure fopt(x)
is adopted along the procedure, as it will be shown in the
following).
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II. RESULTS

The same algorithm can run according to the uniform
measure fflat(x) or to the biased one fopt(x). The general
behaviour for both of them is depicted in Figure 1, where
we plot on a log scale the time to add a fixed fraction
of edges. There is almost no size dependence: thanks
to the fact that we work on sparse random graphs, we
can study very big systems as compared to the studies
on fully-connected models, thus better approaching the
large N limit.

A first comparison between the two processes shows
that the algorithm running on fflat performs better for
intermediate values of α, but seems to slow down the
most in the long run (however this is not the principal
result of our work, but rather it is the fact that for the
algorithm running according to the biased measure we
can provide analytic predictions). In the inset, we show
our best extrapolation of what appears to be consistent
with a power-law divergence of relaxation times for the
protocol based on the optimized measure, and which is
perfectly compatible with αopt

d . It is worth noticing that
also the algorithm adopting the uniform measure is able
to easily surpass αd, and indeed we are going to show
that it is going out of equilibrium (if it sampled the flat
measure at equilibrium it should experience the ergodic-
ity breaking happening at αd and get stuck there).

This is exemplified in Figure 2, where we argue that
the algorithm running on fflat is not sampling equilib-
rium, while the other one using fopt is. To this end, we
consider the distribution of angular distances (including
shifts) between neighbours on the graph for different val-
ues of α along the run. We believe this to be a very
significant physical observable, since dynamics strongly
depends on the gaps actually present in the system, due
to the excluded-volume nature of the problem. Moreover,
whenever short loops in the network of interactions are
absent, as also in the hard-spheres model in infinite di-
mensions [41] or with infinitely ranged random shifts [42],
this pair correlation function is found at equilibrium (in
the Replica Symmetric phase before the thermodynamic
glass transition αc) to be simply proportional to the func-
tion f(x) entering the definition of the measure.

Then from Figure 2 we can observe how the algorithm
using fflat (left panel) is far from sampling the equilib-
rium according to the uniform measure, the pair corre-
lation even becoming non-stationary before αd. But this
is not the end of the story. Very interestingly, the pair
correlation spontaneously evolves towards a distribution
which is in some respect similar to the optimized one, in
particular, it shows an increased number of tightly sat-
isfied constraints for x ≈ θ: this is probably the reason
why this algorithm manages to find solutions in linear
time even beyond αd and close to the optimized threshold
αopt
d . On the other hand, the behaviour of the optimized

algorithm (right panel) is consistent with the equilibrium
expectation for any α value.

We then carried out another experiment with the pur-
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FIG. 2. Distribution of angular distances (including shifts)
between neighbours on the graph. We plot the difference
between the measured distribution f(x) and the function
fflat(x) ∝ Θ(x − θ). All f(x), fflat(x) and fopt(x) are arbi-
trarily normalized so that

∑p−1
i=0 f( 2π

p
i) = p, where p = 200 is

the number of clock states in our model. Different colors cor-
respond to increasing values of α along the two MC protocols.
Left panel: the algorithm using the uniform measure fflat(x)
spontaneously develops a peak for tightly satisfied constraints
x ≈ θ already before the ergodicity breaking threshold for the
uniform measure αd = 34.63(2), and qualitatively resembling
the shape of the distribution for the optimal measure. We
believe this to be possibly linked to the good performance of
the algorithm, which is clearly out-of-equilibrium since the
observed non-trivial gaps distribution is different from the
equilibrium expectation f(x) = fflat(x), and also depending
on α. Right panel: using fopt(x) the algorithm stays close to
the equilibrium for the biased measure. Note that we have
only reached values of α < αopt

d for which the biased measure
is still ergodic.

pose of better characterizing the solutions found by the
two algorithms. To this end, we performed a Monte
Carlo exploration of the zero energy landscape of solu-
tions starting from the solutions found by the two al-
gorithms for fixed α = 35.5, a value which lies in the
interesting region αd < α < αopt

d .
As shown in Figure 3, we observe once more that, in the

attempt of continuing to sample solutions beyond αd, the
uniform algorithm is forced to go out of equilibrium: its
relaxation dynamics is different from the equilibrium one
(black solid curve in the figure, obtained by initializing
the graph via planting [43]) and for the biggest waiting
times it displays a resumption of aging, as usually ob-
served in systems living out of equilibrium. On the con-
trary, the dynamics of the algorithm with the optimized
potential does not show any sign of aging and instead
matches, after some time, the dynamics starting from an
equilibrium (planted) solution for the biased measure.

We also checked, in a similar way as was done for ex-
ample in [20], that solutions planted above αd inside a
cluster for the uniform measure, are then able to decor-
relate when evolved according to the optimized potential
(still being always restricted to solution space).
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FIG. 3. Relaxation Monte Carlo dynamics starting from the
solutions found by our adiabatic search protocol at α = 35.5 >
αd. Here we simply use the same algorithm at fixed α = 35.5
and without changing the function f . After tw iterations,
we duplicate the system and start measuring the overlap qab
between the two independently evolved replicas, as defined
in [35]. The behaviour for solutions belonging to a typical
cluster for the uniform measure (obtained through a planted
initialization of the graph, which is valid here since we are
before the condensation transition for this model, see [35]) is
depicted by a black solid line. Solutions found by our op-
timization algorithm using fflat (purple points) are very far
from equilibrium behaviour: they do not belong to a proper
cluster and start displaying aging for long waiting times. So-
lutions found by the optimized algorithm (green points) start
on the contrary already very close to (and naturally move
towards) the expected equilibrium behaviour for the biased
measure (black dashed line).

These findings are consistent with the idea that purely
entropic barriers between clusters exist at least up to
αopt
d , and that one can use a smart biased measure in or-

der to exploit rare paths and recover ergodicity beyond
αd. Our approach also clearly suggests thinking about
solutions found in the α > αd regime as the result of a
strongly out-of-equilibrium procedure (like the protocol
based on the uniform measure), that probably follows
rare paths of solutions between clusters. The aging of
Figure 3 is then interpreted as resulting from the diffi-
culty for the system to find its way “back” inside a cluster
(for the uniform measure), while being stuck in regions
on the “borders” of such clusters, which are regions more
likely to be selected by a biased measure that has not yet
undergone a dynamical transition, as suggested from Fig-
ure 2.

III. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we have shown that it is possible to build
physics-inspired algorithms for the optimization of ran-
dom constraint satisfaction problems which are able to

sample solutions at equilibrium according to a properly
biased measure also beyond the clustering transition for
the uniform measure. This has been exemplified in the
case of the continuous coloring, a model particularly in-
teresting due to its connection to the problem of packing
of one-dimensional spheres.

As in other problems of hard-spheres, it was shown
in [35] that adding a short-range attraction next to the
hard-core repulsion one can extend the liquid phase of the
system and postpone the transition point αd to larger α
values. This is a very physically-intuitive example of a bi-
ased thermodynamics approach, which has become very
popular in recent years also in the field of random con-
straint satisfaction problems and neural networks [44].
By exploiting rare paths of solutions, which would other-
wise be entropically suppressed in the flat measure, the
biased algorithm can recover ergodicity up to an analyt-
ically computable threshold αopt

d , that performs remark-
ably well against simulations.

An interesting point in considering the continuous col-
oring problem as we did in this work is that this model
also allows for a real space pictorial interpretation of such
rare paths of solutions. By appealing to the similitude
with sticky spheres, we can figure out how the short-range
attraction in the bias is helping the system to open void
channels between particles, that in turn assist to recover
the ergodicity since the interaction is of excluded-volume
nature. This is clear for physical dynamics in two and
three dimensions, but it is also true for one-dimensional
particles if one considers a Monte Carlo dynamics, as we
did, that allows jumping over neighbours, since in this
case by closing contacts we can expect to make more
room for particles to jump over their neighbours. We be-
lieve this point of view provides a useful addition to the
field of random constraint satisfaction problems, which
usually do not allow for a real space intuitive representa-
tion.

Similar techniques to the ones illustrated in this work
can be applied also to more standard CSP with discrete
variables. For example, we plan to apply it to the hyper-
graph bicoloring problem, whose phase diagram is much
richer, especially in presence of a bias [24]. It is worth
stressing that recent work on planted random graph col-
oring [45] has found a tight connection between the al-
gorithmic threshold for Monte Carlo-based algorithms
and the thermodynamic phase transition in a modified
model where several replicas are coupled. Given that the
coupling among replicas is in some sense equivalent to
reweighting solutions according to the local entropy [23],
this is another example where algorithmic thresholds are
connected to phase transitions in a biased measure.
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